
Chadwick, Lynn (1914-2003)

Teddy Boy and Girl 1955 (Second Version 1974), 1974

Bronze
Stamped with signature, numbered from the edition of 6, C170B and stamped P.E.

Conceived in 1974 and cast in September 2002 at Pangolin Editions
190 x 65 x 60 cm. (74 ¾ x 25 ½ x 23 ½ in.)



Provenance:

The Artist's Estate, from whom acquired by the previous owner, 2006 
Their sale, Sotheby’s London, 9th June 2015, lot 19, where acquired by the present owner
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Among the series of dancing couples Chadwick created, from 1954 onwards, Teddy Boy and Girl proved the most
provocative. The very act of plucking a title from popular culture seemed  calculated to raise critics’ hackles – a

‘catchpenny’ trick as guileful as a song’s refrain. For Chadwick it reflected both the playfulness often evident in his
sculpture and a narrowing of the distance between art and reality: a confrontation that proved increasingly fertile.
Such clashes could be merely allusive – in titles such as Later Alligator or Moon of Alabama – or, as in the case of

Teddy Boy and Girl, point to imagery derived fundamentally from contemporary visual culture.

Chadwick exhibited a contemporary version to this cast at the Venice Biennale in 1956,  the year he won the coveted
Sculpture Prize and was catapulted onto an international



65cm width 60cm depth (44cm back feet width; 30cm back feet to the front)



Chadwick throwing chalk dust at the brown to highlight the textures within the bronze and patina. Photo: David Farrell



Chadwick working in his studio at Pinswell, Gloucestershire, c.1958 Photo: David Farrell

Installation in the British Pavilion, XXVIII Bienale, Venice, June - October 1956 (includes the Teddy Boy and Girl, 1955 (C 170)


